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Tourmaline can adjust its composition to suit a wide variety 
of environments, and therefore displays a remarkable stability 
range in terms of pressure, temperature, fluid, and host-rock 
composition [1]. Its composition is diagnostic of its growth 
setting and therefore presents a record of a rocks geochemical 
history.  To unlock this record, we thoroughly need to 
understand its phase relationships. At present, the only 
thermodynamic model for tourmaline is built on estimated 
properties [2], which allows for semi-quantitative modeling 
only. Here we present new thermodynamic measurements that 
form the foundation for a thermodynamic solution model for 
the Li-free tourmaline system. Our sample set consists of 
synthesized end-members and natural intermediate solid 
solutions of tourmaline in the dravite-schorl-olenite-uvite-
feruvite-magnesiofoitite-foitite system. We characterized all 
samples in detail using WDS-EPMA for major elements, LA-
ICP-MS for trace elements, Mössbauer for Fe-valence, single 
crystal-XRD for long-range, and Raman for short-range 
order. We measured low-temperature heat capacities (Cp) by 
relaxation calorimetry and extracted third-law and excess 
entropies from these data. Tourmaline solubilities from our 
synthesis experiments constrain enthalpy. We obtained high-
temperature Cp by DSC, which allows us to extrapolate our 
standard state properties to higher temperatures. We 
calculated molar volumes from the Rietveld refinement of our 
single crystal-XRD data. Finally, we combined the measured 
thermodynamic properties with literature data to constrain an 
internally consistent thermodynamic parameter set for 
tourmaline, which is integrated into common thermodynamic 
databases to permit modeling of tourmaline stability in 
igneous, metamorphic, or hydrothermal systems. 
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